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Introduction: 

Letter From the Chair 

 
Aloha Delegates!  

 Welcome to EagleMUNC VII! I’m Meaghan Doyle and I am so excited to be your chair 

for the Hawaiian Islands committee! I am a sophomore at Boston College and I’m majoring in 

physics and possibly minoring in environmental geoscience.  

 I’m from a town called Hamburg, NY, about 20 minutes outside of Buffalo. If you don’t 

know where that is, it’s basically as far away from NYC as you can get and still be in New York 

State, all the way on the west side. We have really good wings, we love the Bills, and we get a 

ton of snow (a few years ago we got 7 feet in two days)! 

 I joined EagleMUNC on a bit of a whim my freshman year. I was involved with EGLI, 

which is a related program which serves communities by teaching young people about Model 

UN and historical and modern issues. I loved Model UN so much that I joined EagleMUNC to 

become more involved. I am so lucky that I did. I have found that EagleMUNC is a welcoming 

community full of passionate people. Model United Nations is exciting to me because it asks 

young people to put their minds together to solve some really complex problems. It requires that 

you consider different viewpoints, know when to listen and when to speak up, and compromise 

in tough situations.  

 The issues you’ll be discussing in the Hawaiian Islands committee will have you 

balancing culture and progress. I believe Hawai’i is a part of the United States with a very 

distinct culture which has evolved since its colonization by the Polynesians. These next few days 

you will be deciding whether the maintenance of this culture is detrimental to the development of 

a viable political entity. You will discuss human rights and their place in these decisions and how 
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western culture will affect the future of the Hawaiian Islands. I hope you will find that the 

decisions you make during this conference and the issues you discuss translate to the modern 

world and the decisions countries are making now.  

 I can’t wait to see the work you do and the decisions you make, and I encourage all of 

you to get involved in the discussion, whether you’ve been doing MUN for years or are just 

starting! I know it can be easy to get wrapped up in the competition, but remember to have fun 

this weekend. My team and I have had the whole year to get excited about these topics, so I hope 

you are too! If you have any questions I’m happy to help, just email me! If not, good luck 

preparing and I’ll see you in March! 

 

 Best, 

  Meaghan Doyle 
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Historical Background: 

 The Hawaiian Islands were settled as early as the fifth century AD by migrants from 

Southeast Asia and Polynesia. Those who lived there were skilled fishermen and farmers. They 

settled in small communities throughout the archipelago, ruled by chieftains who battled each 

other for land. 

 Kamehameha I was born sometime between 1753 and 1761 into a royal family. 

According to legend, at the time of his birth there were strange storms and lights, indicating the 

birth of a powerful leader. Because of this and the danger of warring clans, he was hidden away 

after his birth. This was surprising, as the dying king made the unusual decision to split his land 

between his son and his nephew.  

 

Kamehameha the Great  1 

 Kamehameha’s cousin was eventually killed in battle, but Hawai’i remained divided. 

Kamehameha named himself the king and married both Keopuolani and Ka’ahumanu, two 

women of high rank, to further legitimize himself. In the following years, Kamehameha fought 

many battles against other ruling chiefs who held control of different regions throughout the 

                                                
1  "Kamehameha the Great." National Parks Service. February 28, 2015. 
https://www.nps.gov/puhe/learn/historyculture/kamehameha.htm. 
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islands. These battles were a cumulative attempt to establish a kingdom uniting all of the 

Hawaiian Islands, resulting in many losses, but improving his fighting strategies and war tactics. 

 While Kamehameha welcomed foreign visitors, he recognized the danger they presented. 

However, he realized that the islands would be better equipped to resist them. After a series of 

encounters with visitors became violent, Kamehameha took steps to improve relations with 

foreigners. He took two men captured and offered them positions on his court, wives, land, and 

riches in return for guns, ships, and an introduction to Western war tactics. They accepted his 

offer and were integrated into Hawaiian society.2  

 With the help of Isaac Davis and John Young, Kamehameha was able to conquer the 

remainder of the islands. Their leadership and knowledge gave Kamehameha the advantage he 

needed to defeat the rulers of the other islands and take control, uniting the Hawaiian islands 

under one rule for the first time in history.3  

Kamehameha held religious customs strictly in place, constructed places of worship, and 

gave the gods offerings. Regularly, these offerings were the human sacrifices of rivals he 

defeated in battle. Religion played a very important role in Hawaiian society.  

One of the customs which Kamehameha held up was the Kapu system. The purpose of 

the Kapu system was to separate the things considered to be inferior. It also served to protect 

mana, the spiritual power contained in someone or something. Mana can be lost or gained by 

certain actions or contact with things or people, which is why objects and people with different 

levels of kapu must be separated. In a less formal sense, the Kapu system also served as a way to 

reinforce the authority of those in power, as they were able to create rules to force others to act as 

                                                
2 Kamehameha the Great - I: The Lonely One - Extra History. By Rob Rath. Performed by Daniel Floyd. Extra 
Credits. June 3, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIfgic6W09Y. 
3 Kamehameha the Great - II: Law of the Splintered Paddle - Extra History. By Rob Rath. Performed by Daniel 
Floyd. Extra Credits. June 10, 2017.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lY8c8jDPSgE. 
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they wanted. Since these rules were so closely tied with religion and citizens did not want to 

anger the gods, they would follow the new kapu rules that rulers instated.  

Women were particularly affected by the Kapu system. This system impacted where, 

when, and what they were able to eat. They were not allowed to eat with men, and they were not 

allowed to eat the same foods as them. Some foods were restricted to certain times or days, but 

some were prohibited completely for women. Many of these restricted foods were those typically 

offered in sacrifice to the Gods, such as many fruits, vegetables, and meat. As a result, women 

were left with very limited options as to what they could eat, and were often malnourished.  Men 

and women were separated in other instances because of Kapu as well. Their food had to be 

cooked in different stoves, and they were required to be separated during specified times of the 

year or when a woman was pregnant.  

The other group who was particularly affected by the Kapu system were the chiefs. They 

had to take special measures to keep their mana pure. In order to do this they had to avoid 

contact with certain things, people, and places. They did this for the dual purpose of keeping 

their own mana safe from the “common” things, and keeping the common people safe from the 

dangers of coming into contact with their powerful, god-like mana. They were not nearly as 

oppressed, however, as they reserved the power to designate certain things as Kapu. By doing 

this they could specify certain places, land, food, and even activities for their exclusive use.4 

Kamehameha also honored the gods by building heiau. There were different types of 

heiau, built in different ways. They were used as a way to praise the gods or appeal to them for 

help. They could be used to ask the gods for many different things, ranging from healing the sick 

                                                
4 "Chapter I: Before the Written Record." 
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to stopping rain to having success in war. Heiau were considered very sacred places and only 

certain people were allowed to enter.5  

Another very important law that Kamehameha established was the Law of the Splintered 

Paddle. During a raid on an unarmed fishing village, Kamehameha intended to attack two 

fishermen. However, he got his foot stuck in a crack in the rocks, and was unable to move. The 

fishermen, realizing their opportunity, hit him over the head with a paddle, splintering it and 

leaving him unconscious. The men spared his life and ran away. When Kamehameha was 

rescued by his men, he realized that he had been spared, and also realized he had abused his 

power by attacking innocent people. As a wise man who aspired to be a great leader, 

Kamehameha knew his duty was to protect his people and bring peace. After his unification of 

Hawaii, he found the fishermen who had hit him and apologized. He created the Law of the 

Splintered Paddle, which declared that the innocent and unarmed would be safe from 

unprovoked attack. Breaking this law was punishable by death. Many considered this one of the 

most important laws put in place by Kamehameha in a time when few rulers cared about the 

wellbeing of their subjects. It is considered one of the earliest human rights laws put in place.6 

During his time as king, Kamehameha participated in trade of sandalwood, or ‘iliahi, with 

westerners. He established a near monopoly on the ‘iliahi trade and formed an early agreement 

with Boston ship captains which awarded him 25% of the profits. A British blockade stopped 

this trade for some time but afterward it resumed as strong as ever. Some other chiefs engaged in 

direct business with traders, but Kamehameha still had a near-monopoly, so almost all of it went 

                                                
5 "Ancient Hawaiian Heiau." Aloha Valley. July 23, 2016. http://alohavalley.com/ancient-hawaiian-heiau/. 
6 Varez, Dietrich, and Carol Chang. The Law of the Splintered Paddle: Kānāwai Māmalahoe. Honolulu: Hawaiʻi 
Legal Auxiliary, 1994. https://www.hawaii.edu/uhelp/files/LawOfTheSplinteredPaddle.pdf. 
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through him or his agents. He kept very tight control of this market by placing kapu on young 

trees so they could not be cut and taken for use by others and they were considered sacred.7 

Kamehameha had many wives, but there were two that stood out above the rest: 

Ka’ahumanu, his favorite wife, and Keōpūolani, the highest ranking chieftess of the family. 

Ka'ahumanu was also very high ranking and she was the greatest influence on her husband. She 

was kind and generous, friendly with foreigners and a careful decision maker. She disliked the 

Kapu system and was intrigued by Christianity, requesting baptism for her relatives and 

eventually becoming baptised herself.8 The first child she had with Kamehameha was named 

Liholiho, and he would be the heir to throne after Kamehameha’s passing. Keōpūolani was 

considered to hold a higher kapu ranking than Kamehameha himself and was an important 

religious figure. Liholiho inherited this higher kapu from his mother, and as a male, was even 

higher ranking than her. Due to this, he was rarely disciplined, and was referred to by his father 

only as my haku, meaning chief, treasure, or god, and never by keiki, or child. Few other 

children would interact or play with young Liholiho, for fear of breaking the rules established by 

his high kapu status, for example, it was considered noa, or profane, to touch him or cross his 

shadow. As a result, Liholiho grew up sheltered, spending most of his childhood learning the 

sacred prayers and offering methods of the kapu system, and worshipping in the heiau. As 

Liholiho grew older, his childhood experiences, particularly his father’s reverence of him, 

shaped the way he saw himself, and the perspective he held on the consequences of his own 

actions.9  

                                                
7 "Sandalwood Trade." Hawai'i History. http://www.hawaiihistory.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=ig.page&pageid=274. 
8 Nicolas, Rick San. "Kamehameha's Wives." Images of Old Hawaiʻi. May 31, 2015. 
http://imagesofoldhawaii.com/kamehamehas-wives/. 
9 Williams, Julie Stewart, Suelyn Ching Tune, and Robin Yoko. Racoma. Kamehameha II: Liholiho and the Impact 
of Change. Honolulu: Kamehameha Schools Press, 2001. http://www.ulukau.org/elib/cgi-bin/library?e=d-0ks8-
000Sec--11en-50-20-frameset-book--1-010escapewin&a=d&d=D0&toc=0. 
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Kamehameha I died in May of 1819, possibly from cold or flu, as epidemics of those 

were going around at the time. His last words were “E oni wale no ‘oukou i ku‘u pono ‘a‘ole e 

pau,” or “Endless is the good that I have given you to enjoy.”10  After the death of Kamehameha 

I, Liholiho ascended the throne, taking on the title of Kamehameha II. He left the island while 

priests buried Kamehameha I’s bones in secret and returned when the island was free from the 

defilement of death and his mana could not be affected by it.11 During the aftermath of 

Kamehameha’s passing, a period of mourning, known as kūmākena, began, which involved a 

suspension of the typical kapu system, and near chaos ensued.12 Despite Liholiho being the direct 

heir to the throne, Kamehameha I’s most powerful wife, Ka’ahumanu declared the late king’s 

intent for her to run the kingdom alongside him. She became the first kuhina-nui, or regent, 

similar in function to a prime minister. Whether or not this was a true wish of Kamehameha I 

was unclear, but Liholiho, twenty-two, impulsive, and inexperienced, in the midst of a chaotic 

mourning period, accepted Ka’ahumanu’s proclamation. The two were then set to rule side by 

side.13 

Before his death, Kamehameha I’s power had grown more vast than any other human 

figure in Hawaiian history. During his rule, there were many different advisors and high chiefs 

he would consult with in order to finalize decisions, but his authority was so vast and respected 

that these advisory roles never exceeded their intended influence. With his death, his legacy left 

open an expanse of power too vast to be filled by any individual in the society he left behind. 

With his daunting power gone and his legacy to fill, former advisory figures sought to gain 

influence on the direction of Hawaiian leadership. A few notable characters stood out with these 

                                                
10 Roesler, Athena. "Kamehameha's Death." Images of Old Hawaiʻi. May 08, 2017. 
http://imagesofoldhawaii.com/kamehameha-death/.  
11 Ibid. 
12  Williams, Tune, Yoko. 
13 Ibid. 
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intents. Besides Liholiho, his mother Keōpūolani, and Ka’ahumanu, his father’s Western 

advisors Isaac Davis and John Young also took interest in influencing a new direction for 

Hawaiian Politics. Additionally, other important high chiefs of Kamehameha’s remained integral 

in forging a new, changing political environment for the kingdom. Some of these figures 

included Kalanimoku: known as the ‘Iron Cable of Hawai’i’ for his political sharpness, 

Keʻeaumoku II: the governor of Maui, Molokaʻi, and Lanaʻi, and two newly appointed 

governors: Boki Kamaʻuleʻule of O’ahu, and Kuakini of Hawai’i (the big island).14 All of these 

figures, along with newly arriving missionaries and other high chiefs not on within Liholiho’s 

inner circle, would be the deciding forces in what direction the kingdom would move forward in 

a new and changing world. 

  

                                                
14 Ibid. 
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Topic1: Kapu System 

 The Kapu system guided many aspects of life for the Hawaiians, guided by the rules of 

the Gods. People had different levels of kapu, which defined their social class. Things that were 

kapu were divine, as opposed to something that was profane, called noa.15 One of the most 

oppressive features of the system was the forbidding of men and women to eat together, as well 

as preventing women from eating certain foods. One problem in particular that has arisen is that 

with all of the diet restrictions that are in place is that many women are not getting the proper 

nutrition they need.16 With Kaʻahumanu and Keopuolani now holding more power and influence 

as advisors, Liholiho, now Kamehameha II, is under pressure to break the rules and disobey the 

Gods. Together, they must decide how and if to overturn the system, and if so, face the 

consequences of their society as well as the Gods.17  

With decisions to be made on the hold of the Kapu system, there also needs to be 

decisions made on what to do with the numerous heiau, or temples to the Gods. Kamehameha I 

spent much of his time as ruler devoting spaces and time to the Gods, and he believed this is 

what gave him his path to success. Now, the council of high chiefs must decide if they will 

continue to trust in the will of the Gods, or disobey them entirely and destroy the heiau that give 

them power and status in society.18 

Keep in mind that the kapu system governed virtually every aspect of life, and the 

removal of it would change the way leaders rule, the social class structure, how citizens see each 

other and their leaders, how people see themselves, and how they interact with the physical and 

                                                
15 Connors, Robin Helene, "Gender, status and shell sh in precontact Hawaii" (2009). Master's eses. 3666.h 
p://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/etd_theses/3666 
16 Else, 'Iwalani N. R. "The Breakdown of the Kapu System and Its Effect on Native Hawaiian Health and Diet." 
Hūlili: Multidisciplinary Research on Hawaiian Well-Being 1, no. 1 (2004). 
http://ulukau.org/elib/collect/hulili04/index/assoc/D0.dir/doc261.pdf. 
17 Nicolas, Rick San. "Kamehameha's Wives." Images of Old Hawaiʻi. 
18  Kamehameha the Great - II: Law of the Splintered Paddle - Extra History. 
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spiritual worlds. The idea of overturning the system completely would mean a huge switch in the 

way Hawaiians live their lives. Alternatively, smaller changes might be made to improve upon 

previous human rights efforts and fix the most grievous problems at hand. This, however, would 

be complicated because to remove kapu from something without dismantling the whole kapu 

system would be to imply that that thing was profane, or noa.19 

 

Western Depiction of Heiau Site (1782)20 

 

 

Topic 2: ʻIliahi Trade: 

 Before the first contact with Europeans, the Hawaiian economic system was largely self-

sufficient, with occasional internal trade of more specialized goods. After the Hawaiian Islands 

were “discovered” by English explorer James Cook in the late 1770’s, Hawai’i gradually became 

an important port in the Pacific. Because of their convenient location between the Americas and 

the Far East, the Hawaiian islands became a good place for American and Russian ships to stop 

                                                
19 Connors 
20 Ellis, William. 1782. U.S. National Library of Medicine. 
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/nativevoices/timeline/267.html. 
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in order to restock supplies and find new crew members. In these earlier days, traders simply 

used the islands as a place to refuel on their way to trade. The only trade that really occurred on 

the Hawaiian islands was bartering for necessities such as water, food, salt, and wood. These 

were typically traded for inexpensive metals and western-made goods, notably guns and 

ammunition. This led to the ability of Hawaiians to wage more destructive wars on enemy 

lands.21  

During Kamehameha’s rule, the presence of Westerners brought new economic 

opportunities to the islands. With the help of the Westerners he had accepted into his society, 

Kamehameha I was able to establish more sophisticated and lucrative trade with those who came 

into Hawaii's ports. Sandalwood, or ʻiliahi, was one of the most sought-after goods in Hawai’i, 

and Kamehameha I realized its value and wanted to control its trade. He placed a sacred kapu 

over them to protect their status and supply and create a monopoly. However, the immense 

monetary gains that came with the growing trade system had completely reworked the Hawaiian 

economy. Instead of functioning through internal commerce, it became reliant on commercial, 

external markets.22 After Kamehameha I’s death, the ʻiliahi collectors wished to control the trade 

themselves, and with the possibility of ending kapu, Liholiho must decide how to continue the 

growing impact of trade.23 

                                                
21 "Chapter II: Early European Contact with the Hawaiian Islands." In A Cultural History of Three Traditional 
Hawaiian Sites on the West Coast of Hawai'i Island. November 15, 2001. 
https://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/online_books/kona/history2a.htm. 
22 Young, Peter T. "Lua Na Moku ʻIliahi - Sandalwood Pit." Ho'okuleana. November 17, 2012. 
http://totakeresponsibility.blogspot.com/2012/11/lua-na-moku-iliahi-sandalwood-pit.html. 
23  "Sandalwood Trade." Hawai'i History.  
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‘Iliahi trade preparation24 

 

 

Topic 3: Western Influence: 

Western Christians began arriving in Hawai’i during the reign of Kamehameha I, and he 

welcomed their presence. In fact, not only did he welcome them, but he was excited to learn 

what they could share and quickly ingrained them into Hawaiian society. One part of Western 

life that Kamehameha I did not adopt was Christianity. He remained loyal to traditional 

Hawaiian religion until his death. However, in a way, Kamehameha’s desire to Westernize 

Hawai’i conflicted with his intent to maintain traditional religion. As the Christians became a 

part of Hawaiian society, they taught native Hawaiians skills such as reading and writing. They 

did this using the Christian Bible. Additionally, Hawaiian natives saw the Westerners living in 

                                                
24 Kamehameha Schools Press, comp. "Lua Na Moku ʻIliahi - Sandalwood Pit." Cartoon. Ho‘okuleana. November 
17, 2012. http://totakeresponsibility.blogspot.com/2012/11/lua-na-moku-iliahi-sandalwood-pit.html. 
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their society, not obeying their Gods, yet not seeing any consequences from this. The presence of 

lucrative and novel Western culture, so deeply tied to Christianity, began to pique natives’ 

interest in the possibility of this new religion while casting doubts on their own. With new 

figures in power, the advisors must decide how to deal with the growing relationship Christians, 

and whether or not to allow the arrival of missionaries.25 

In addition to the introduction of new religion and culture, the growing presence of 

Westerners led to many new issues for Hawaiian society. Diseases brought to the islands created 

a dangerous environment for locals, and new residents with different values and beliefs flung 

society into unfamiliar territory. New plants and animals disrupted native ecology, and new 

products changed the daily lives and traditions of natives.  

When Kamehameha I ruled over Hawai’i, his strong sense of direction for the future of 

his kingdom made it easier for Hawai’i to safeguard its culture and traditions while making room 

for Western influence and improvements. However, once foreigners began to arrive, natives 

became more apt to question the way of life they had accepted for so long. It wasn’t until after 

the death of Kamehameha I that there came the possibility of real cultural change. All of these 

changes endanger the legacy of Hawaiian culture and introduce new issues of how to move 

forward as a more globalized and economically powerful kingdom while holding onto tradition 

and cultural identity.26 

                                                
25  "Chapter 5: Changes After the Death of Kamehameha." In A Cultural History of Three Traditional Hawaiian 
Sites on the West Coast of Hawai'i Island. November 15, 2001. 
https://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/online_books/kona/history5a.htm.  
26  Roesler, Athena. "Kamehameha's Death." 
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John Young 
 

 

 

Topic 4: Maintaining Peace: 

While Kamehameha I had been the first king to unify Hawai’i as one kingdom, he did not 

manage to reign without enemies. He was destined for a life of conflict from the beginning, as 

strange lights and storms at his birth led to prophecies of his becoming a formidable leader. 

Later, this was reinforced when his uncle split power between his own son and Kamehameha I, 

giving Kamehameha I a small parcel of land and custody of the war god, Kū. This was an 

incredibly powerful religious position, similar to giving Kamehameha his own personal God. 

Kamehameha I’s association with this mighty deity gave him an advantage in war and made him 

even more fearsome to his enemies. If Kamehameha’s spiritual connections were not enough, he 

was also a fearsome warrior who towered over his enemies at about 7 feet tall. Kamehameha I’s 

guardianship of Kū was a major factor in his ability to take over so much land. Some chiefs were 
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so afraid of his strength and connection to Kū that they gave up their land to him to avoid battle 

against him and his army.  

After he had united the islands, Kamehameha’s power and status in the later years of his 

life kept his kingdom together without conflict, but after his passing, this gave his opposers a 

new opportunity to seek revenge. Additionally, as if wishing for history to repeat itself, 

Kamehameha I entrusted his nephew (Liholiho’s cousin), Kekuaokalani, with custody of the war 

God Kū (also known as Kū-ka-ili-moku -- “snatcher of islands” after Kamehameha I’s rule). 

Keaoua was not confident in his cousin’s ability to rule, and was even more doubtful of the 

influences and agendas of Liholiho’s other advisors. Liholiho ruled side by side with 

Ka’ahumanu, Kamehameha I’s favorite wife, further spreading the power his father previously 

held. With the possibility of changes that the council of high chiefs will decide on, they must 

also remain careful and vigilant to maintain peace among the makaʻāinana and aliʻi, the two 

classes of people in society, and themselves.27 

  

                                                
27 Kamehameha the Great - II: Law of the Splintered Paddle - Extra History. 
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Questions To Consider: 

Kapu System 

- Since this seems to be a time of change for Hawai’i, does Kamehameha’s death spell the 

end of the kapu system? Will it be altered in any way to care better for the citizens? 

- If Ka’ahumanu is sharing some of the power with Kamehameha II, will she influence his 

decisions on this matter? 

- If Liholiho decides to break the kapu system, will this anger the Gods? If it doesn’t, will 

people still subscribe to the same belief system? 

- Will other aspects of Hawaiian religion be held up if the kapu system falls? What will 

happen with the heiau? 

Western Influence and Affects 

- With some western people fully integrated into their culture and lives, how can they turn 

away new people who want to come there in order to keep citizens safe and preserve 

culture? 

- How can the Hawaiian people maintain their identity while also progressing using the 

information and technology Western culture can share? 

- If missionaries teaching Hawaiian citizens to read and write using the Bible, how can 

they keep Christianity out if it is unwanted? 

- How would the adoption of Christianity affect Hawaiian culture? 

- If it is decided that they do not want Christianity in Hawai’i, how can they keep 

missionaries away while still maintaining healthy relationships with western traders? 

‘Iliahi Trade 

- With Kamehameha I gone, who will control this trade and keep Hawaiians from being 

taken advantage of? 

- If kapu system has the potential to fall, how can they keep sandalwood, which was 

previously under the protection of kapu, from being cut and traded to excess? 

- With the alluring promises of wealth motivating workers to become involved with the 

‘Iliahi trade, how can we insure that enough workers also remain in necessary industries, 

such as farming and fishing, so that our society can continue to function smoothly? 
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Maintaining Peace 

- Since the power seems to be, once again, unevenly distributed, how will Liholiho and the 

other people of power prevent further conflict and keep the islands united? 

- If conflict does arise, how will they enforce the Law of the Splintered Paddle to keep 

innocent people safe from attack? 
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